GCSE ART 10B

Deadline Monday

th
11

May

*You must share a photo of your progress on
Edmodo by 6th May*
EDMODO CODE: 6vse9v

Please join to communicate with me and submit photos of your
outcomes for comment.

UPDATE:
At this point in school, you would have been refining ideas towards a final piece of work for the project. In mid
June, you would have created your final piece in controlled conditions during your ‘whole day’ Art mock exam.
I want you all to know that I am very mindful of the impact these changes have had on your ability to produce
outcomes and keep up with the pace. I am doing my best to adapt the project to this current situation but I
cannot expect you to see it through to the end without my guidance and support.
In light of that, I want you to be assured that you will not be expected to produce your final piece at home.
It’s likely that even if we are back in school before the summer break, you won’t be having your Art mock exam
this academic year. We are going to pursue the project for the next few weeks to give you time to develop and
refine your idea as far as possible, then come back to the final piece of work when you are back in school.
Those of you trying to follow or refer to the identity project structure I gave you should only use that for
reference now. You must all follow the task instructions I give you here closely and communicate on Edmodo if
you have any questions or need further guidance.

For the next few weeks you will be focussed mainly on these assessment objectives:
AO2- Refine work by exploring ideas, selecting and experimenting with appropriate media, materials, techniques and processes.
AO4- Present a personal and meaningful response that realises intentions and demonstrates understanding of visual language.
You must consider and refer to these 6 questions throughout, they will help you make the right decisions
about your outcomes and the sequence of your work..

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What is your idea?
What does your Artist do?
What features do you want to explore and bring together to refine the idea?
What do you want to portray or show in your final response?
How will you use your Artists style in your final response?
How could you use visual language to communicate your idea?

Visual Language? Here’s the dictionaries definition of language: The method of human communication, either spoken
or written, consisting of the use of words. So, visual communication how we communicate using images, colours, shapes
and forms. You will gain points by showing that you understand visual language.

AO2- Refine work by exploring ideas, selecting and experimenting with appropriate media, materials, techniques and processes.

For this weeks task, we will focus on this question:
What features do you want to explore and bring together to refine the idea?

TASK (You have 2 weeks to do this properly but you must share your progress halfway through)
Draw individual features listed on your proposal, Eg- Books, a religious building, a musical instrument, a
bird etc. These could be similar to the features you drew for Easter IL. Then, experiment with recording
them in different materials, so you could draw a religious building in pen, then do it in watercolour, then
colouring pencil. The purpose of this is to refine your features, make decisions about what looks the most
effective and what materials or styles can communicate your idea in the most powerful, relevant way.
*If you don’t have access to a variety of materials at home, then draw your features at different angles, at
different distances (near or far), zoomed in elements or the whole feature etc- you can still experiment with
different ways of drawing features. Speak to me on Edmodo for further guidance*
On the next two slides you will find lot’s of visual examples, please look closely!

DO YOUR BEST – TRUST YOUR INSTINCTS – IT’S YOUR IDEA, OWN IT!!

AO2- REFINING INDIVIDUAL FEATURES
AO2 is about visual planning to refine and perfect your idea. This comes in the form of
experimenting both with the idea you have and the imagery you are going to create to
express that idea. Experiment with a variety of materials, techniques and processes.
Dissect every detail and portray visually in your book all the approaches you might take to
communicate your idea as powerfully as possible!

REFINE BY:
REPEATING,
TWEAKING,
ADAPTING,
IMPROVING
PERFECTING

FOLLOW THIS LINK TO THE KS4 ASSESSMENT GUIDE FOR MORE VISUAL GUIDANCE:
https://isaacnewtonacademy.org/sites/default/files/KS4%20ART%20assessment%20
objectives%20visual%20guide.pdf

